UAB-CORD
Central Alabama Regional Science & Engineering Fair (CARSEF)

~ FORMS REQUIRED FOR ALL PROJECTS ~

UAB CARSEF Individual or Team Entry Form
*Form 1 - Checklist for Adult Sponsor
   Form 1A - Student Checklist
   Research Plan
*Form 1B - Approval Form
Abstract and Certification Form

ADDITIONAL FORMS
Only required if the student is....

Conducting research in an institutional/industrial setting or any setting outside of school or home

Form 1C - Regulated Research Institutional/Industrial Setting Form

Conducting research involving human subjects, vertebrate animals, potentially hazardous biological agents, and controlled substances

*Form 2 - Qualified Scientist Form
*Form 3 - Risk Assessment Form
*Form 4 - Human Subjects Form
*Forms 5A & 5B - Vertebrate Animal Form
*Form 6A - Potentially Hazardous Biological Agents Form
*Form 6B - Human and Vertebrate Animal Tissue Form

Conducting research that is a continuation from a previous year’s project

Form 7 - Continuation Projects Form

ALL FORMS CAN BE FOUND ON OUR WEBSITE
www.uab.edu/carsef or www.uab.edu/cord

Please note that all forms marked with (*) must be signed and dated prior to experimentation!!